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Abstract 
This research aims to describe common mistakes made by students in calculating 
fractional numbers, especially in comparing fractional numbers. For this reason, an 
analysis of the mistakes made by students is required. The subjects in this research 
were three students of SMP Muhammadiyah 1 Godean who were taken after fulfilling 
the requirements for selecting research subjects. Test and observation methods are the 
methods for collecting data. The data analysis technique used in this research is 
Newman's theory, of which there are 5 stages, namely: (1) reading stage, (2) 
understanding stage, (3) transformation stage, (4) process skills stage, and (5) Answer 
Writing Stage. This research shows that the errors made by students in general are: (1) 
Errors in reading and understanding questions, (2) Errors in reading mathematical 
comparison symbols, (3) Errors in changing the form of images presented to fractional 
numbers, and (4) Errors in calculating the LCM value between two denominators. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, there are many problems in everyday life. Where this problem is not 
only a mathematical problem. However, mathematics has a very important role 
in solving problems, especially in solving problems that have no formula and 
are of course very different in life. This means showing that mathematics is the 
main thing that everyone must learn (Syahril & Kartini, 2021). Therefore, 
mathematics is a mandatory subject taken from kindergarten to tertiary 
education. 

Mathematics is a science that is studied through a reasoning process and 
is centered on the human mind which is related to ideas, processes, and also 
reasoning. The presentation or disclosure of mathematics material in schools is 
adjusted to the estimated intellectual development of students. This is done by 
relating the material to be delivered to the real world or adapting it to existing 
use (DEAS, 1960). 

The material of comparing fractions is one part of mathematics that has 
an important role in life. This is because comparing fractions is the basis of 
mathematical operations related to addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. Thus, understanding the material on comparing fractions will form 
mathematical skills that have an impact on everyday life and can help in 
developing thinking and problem-solving abilities. 
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Based on the results of observations at the internship program at SMP 
Muhammadiyah 1 Godean, students tend to have difficulty solving mathematics 
problems due to difficulty understanding concepts, especially those relating to 
daily life, lack of practice and lack of student motivation towards learning 
mathematics. Apart from that, another mistake that affects students is the lack 
of understanding of basic concepts in fraction material, where there are 
students who do not understand the prerequisite material for fractions, namely 
KPK, which should have been received and mastered in elementary school. 
Seeing the importance of the material comparing fractions, an error analysis 
stage is needed so that students can find out the types of errors. This analysis 
activity can use techniques from Newman's theory. 

Based on Newman's error theory, the types of errors in solving 
mathematical problems are grouped into 5, namely (1) student errors in reading 
questions or problems. This occurs when students read the questions given and 
do not use the information provided so they do not achieve the goal. Existing 
problems (2) errors in understanding the problem, occur when students do not 
understand the concept and do not know what is meant in the problem or 
conclude wrong information so they cannot solve the problem, (3) errors in 
transforming the problem, which occurs when students change the problem into 
mathematical form and students also use mathematical symbols incorrectly, (4) 
skills and process errors, which occur when students are less skilled in carrying 
out the process calculations, and (5) errors in writing answers, which occur 
when concluding the requested answer (Haryati et al., 2016)  

Studies on error analysis based on Newman's theory have been carried out 
by several researchers, including a study (Mahmudah, 2018) examining what 
errors students in class VIII-G of SMP Negeri 1 Gesik made in solving hot-type 
math problems based on Newman's theory. Comprehension and transformation 
errors are the most common errors, according to the results of his study. 

Based on the explanation above, the researcher wishes to analyze 
students' common mistakes in solving fraction comparison problems in class 
VII in terms of Newman's theory. It is hoped that this research will provide n 
more in-depth information about the analysis of students' common mistakes in 
comparing fractions that have occurred in Muhammadiyah 1 Godean Middle 
School. The aim is to provide an overview of the types of errors students make 
in solving fraction comparison problems 

RESEARCH METHOD 
In this research, researchers used qualitative research. This research focuses 
on the conditions of natural objects, where the researcher is the main tool. There 
are several data collection methods used in this research, including written 
tests, documentation, observation, and qualitative descriptive data analysis. 
This research aims to explain a phenomenon in depth by collecting data in 
detailed forms of the data being studied.   

This time the research was carried out on class VII A students of SMP 
Muhammadiyah 1 Godean which coincided with the odd semester. The main 
subjects in this research were 3 students. This research collected data through 
the following methods: 1) Written tests given to students who had previously 
studied material about fraction comparison; 2) Record the results of students' 
answers; and 3) Seeing how students work on questions. This study uses five 
essay questions with the main material discussing fraction comparisons. 

Error analysis and corrections will be carried out on data from students' 
written tests. Mistakes that are often made will be used as clues to help 
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minimize the learning process in the future. Qualitative data will be described 
in written words. The data validity technique used in this research is the 
triangulation method. This method is a verification technique that uses external 
information as additional or comparative material. 

The following are the questions given by researchers in this study (See 
Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Sample problems 

 
After students work on the questions above, students' answers will be 

grouped based on errors referring to research. The determination of the 3 
students was carried out randomly where the n students selected were students 
who worked on written questions comparing fractions but made a lot of 
mistakes. The following is data on forms of student errors based on Newman's 
theory. 

 
Table 1. Data on forms of student errors based on Newman's theory 

No Forms of Student Mistakes Student Initials 

1 
Errors in reading the questions, including students 
making mistakes in determining and collecting known 
fraction information in the questions. 

DAS, APP, and RYU 

2 

Mistakes in understanding existing problems, 
including students misunderstanding the meaning of 
the question so that students conclude the wrong 
information and do not solve the problem 

RYU, APP, and DAS 

3 

Students' mistakes in transforming story problems or 
pictures, including students making mistakes in 
using symbols less than or more than the 
mathematical symbols, namely " < " and> " 

DAS, APP, and RYU 

4 
Student errors in process skills include students not 
being careful in determining the KPK from a specified 
number 

APP, DAS, and RYU 

5 
Students' mistakes when writing answers include 
students making mistakes in concluding the final 
answer or conclusion of a problem 

DAS, RYU, and APP 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results 
This time the researcher gave a test comparing fractions to 28 class VII students 
of SMP Muhammadiyah 1 Godean. The test given to n students consists of 5 
questions. The selected subject is an answer that can represent all errors. The 
subjects selected as informants in this research were APP, RYU, and DAS. The 
student's answer to question number 1 is DAS because n mistakes made by 
DAS can represent n other mistakes. Below, DAS's answer to question number 
1 can be seen in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Sample solution of DAS 

 
DAS made a mistake in the conclusion section, where DAS wrote that 

Monica's rope was shorter or smaller than Ara's rope. In fact, in determining the 
mathematical comparison symbol, DAS answered correctly that Monica's rope, 
namely !

"
> !

!#
 from Ara's rope. Apart from that, DAS did not conclude correctly 

regarding the answer, where DAS concluded that the rope was shorter while the 
question was who had the longest rope. 

For the error in question number 2, it is the answer from RYU and DAS 
because n errors made by RYU can represent n other errors. Below, RYU's 
answer to question number 2 can be seen in Figure 3. 

RYU made a mistake in writing the fractions in both pictures. RYU stated 
that the picture on the left is $

%
 and for the picture on the right, !

"
	RYU should 

have successively written the fractions as !
%
 and %

"
	which resulted in the process 

of writing the wrong conclusion as well as the result of incorrectly determining 
the fractions in the picture. Meanwhile, in DAS, he also made the same mistake, 
namely incorrectly determining the fractions in the picture. 
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Figure 3. Sample solution of RYU 

 
. 
Mistake number 3 is the result of work from RYU and APP because n 

mistakes made n can represent n other mistakes. The following are RYU and 
APP's answers to question n number 3 which can be seen in figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Sample solution of RYU and APP 

 
In Figure 4.1, RYU made errors in mathematical symbols in the process 

and the conclusions. RYU wrote !
&
> !

$
what RYU should have written !

&
< !

$
. 

However, RYU was correct in determining the KPK and writing its written 
conclusions. Meanwhile, the APP in Figure 4.2 appears to have made an error 
in its multiplication calculation, where if the denominator is multiplied by 3 
then the numerator must also be multiplied by 3, causing errors in concluding. 
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Mistake number 4 is the answer from DAS and APP because n mistakes made 
can represent other mistakes. The following DAS and APP answers to question 
number 4 can be seen in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Sample solution of DAS and APP 

 
To work on question number 4, the DAS students made n mistakes in 

collecting the information they received, Budi should have just given the 
marbles to his friend so that the value of the fraction !

'
 belonged to Chandra. 

Meanwhile, in the APP, he made a mistake in writing the value of the fraction, 
which is %

"
 what it should be, "

%
	so this caused a calculation error for the least 

common multiple and the conclusion of the answer. 
For question number 5, the APP answer is because most students make 

many of the same mistakes, so the APP answer can represent the mistakes of 
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other students. The following is the APP's answer to question number 5 which 
can be seen in figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Sample solution of APP 

 
APP made an error in determining the KPK value of 4 and 8. APP wrote the 

LCM n of 4 and n 8 32 which should be 8. APP received a KPK score of 32 due 
to a prime factorization error of 8, which 4×2 should be	2%, thus causing 
continued errors in determining the ratio between !

"
 and &

(
. 

 
Discussion 
Based on data analysis test results and documentation, it was found that errors 
were made by students in solving problems related to the material comparing 
fractions. Mistakes in reading questions made by students are: (a) Students are 
not careful in reading questions from the questions, which causes wrong 
conclusions to be drawn, (b) Students are not able to collect the information 
presented through story questions or pictures. This is done by APP and DAS. 
DAS students make mistakes in reading both questions and even the 
information they receive, which results in the answers and conclusions given. 
One of them is that in number 1 he concluded about the shortest rope while the 
question was about the longest. Meanwhile, APP cannot write down the fractions 
presented in the picture in question number 2, so the ability to read fractions 
in the picture is still lacking. APP states that comparison Figure 2 is !

"
	where 

APP should write the fraction as %
"
. 

Mistakes in understanding the questions made by students are: (a) 
Students do not understand what is being asked in the question, causing errors 
to continue in the process. This is done by students with the initials DAS. DAS 
made a mistake in the conclusion section, where DAS wrote that Monica's rope 
was shorter or smaller than Ara's rope. In fact, in determining the mathematical 
comparison symbol, DAS answered correctly that Monica's rope, namely !

"
>

!
!#
	from Ara's rope. 

Mistakes in transforming questions made by students are: (a) Students are 
unable to change story problems or questions presented in pictures into 
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mathematical form. This was done by students with the initials DAS and RYU, 
where DAS made a mistake in determining the shaded part of the image for the 
comparison question. DAS wrote	!

$
 ... !

%
which DAS should write	!

%
 ... %

"
 while RYU 

made mistakes in mathematical symbols in the process and the conclusions. 
RYU wrote !

&
> !

$
	what RYU should have written !

&
< !

$
 

Mistakes in the skills and processes that are carried out by students are: 
(a) Students in solving questions are less careful in determining the LCM (b) 
Students do not understand the concept of factorization in determining the 
LCM, (c) Students are still mistaken in doing so. multiplication calculations. 
One of them is carried out by APP. Where APP made a mistake in determining 
the LCM value of 4 and 8. APP wrote the LCM n of 4 and 8 n which 32 should 
be 8. 

Mistakes in writing answers made by students are: (a) Students are not 
able to understand the concept of the symbols "<" and ">" in fraction material, 
which causes students to make mistakes in concluding the answer to a problem, 
(b) Most students make mistakes in writing and concluding their answers 
because of mistakes made from the start of the work. One of these is carried out 
by DAS. DAS made a mistake in the conclusion section, where DAS wrote that 
Monica's rope was shorter or smaller than Ara's rope, which was the opposite of 
the question. 

 
CONCLUSION 
The results and discussion of the research show that several types of errors n 
made by n students at SMP Muhammadiyah 1 Godean in solving fraction 
comparison problems based on Newman's theory were as follows: 1) Students 
had difficulty in reading the meaning of n problems given. (2) Students still have 
difficulty understanding questions, whether it is understanding the concept of 
fractions or the concept of comparison symbols in fraction material. (3) Students 
still find it difficult to transform story questions or picture questions into 
mathematical form. (4) Students have difficulty in the process of solving n 
problems given, such as finding the least common multiple in the denominator 
of a fraction. (5) Students find it difficult to conclude the answer to a given 
problem. According to Newman's theory, researchers can see that reading, 
understanding, and transforming problems are the mistakes that students most 
often make. 
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